



Adopting the Isomorphic Enlphasis to Speech 
Security on the Time Domain Scrambling 
送受同形エンファシスの時間域スクランブラへの適用
岸政七十， 岩田宏?
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ABSTRACT The isomorphic emphαsis hαsprevwusかreported0η spectrum ~刀versw口 to
prevent frequency resow‘cesfrom exhαustion. In this pαper，ωe discussαboutthαt the iso 
morphic emphαsis hαsαlso succeeded in preventing speech quαlity from degradαtion dur-
ing time domain scrambling withoutαηyexpαnsion of frequency occupαncy bαndωidth 
over radio security speech chαnnels. The isomorphic emphasis isαgam reαlized with the 
cα凡omcαlform，which consists of cαscαdedαdifferentiator，αtime domαin scrambler with 
αrbitrαry sequenuαlpαtter民 andαmtegrαtor.As well knoωn， PM transmission systems 
being feαtured of f-2 j.αding noise shαpe， this time domain scrambler degrades consequen -
tiαly speech quαlity by chαngmg power rαtio of speech signαltoj.αding noise over subjec-
tive frequeπcy domαin. However， the isomorphic emphαsis is shown to preveηt time 
scrambled signαlfrom both expαnswnαηd degradαtion overαI of the subj目ectivefrequency 
domαin， even if there exists discontinuityαmoηg input dαtααccording to time scram-
bling. These facilities of the isomorphic emphαsis in the time domαin scrambling for 
speech security are verified from theoreticalαnαlysisαnd computer simulαtwns over poor 
fαdingchα九九els.
l.INTRODUCTION 
With advances and diversification in the social 
activities， the use of vehicular and portable 
communication systems is spreading at a 
quickening pace. Wh巴reasthese systems al-
lows their users to place and receive calls 
whenever and wherev邑rthey desire， on the oth -
er hand， because these calls are carried via ra-
dio channels the change of eavesdropping on 
them exists. In order to guard against in-
fringement of confidentiality in such commu-
nication systems， itgoes without any discus-
sion that cryptogram is a matter of great im -
portance. 
Therefore， the ideal of adding encryption fa-
cility to radio communications has been stud-
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ied from various approaches. Unfortunately， 
howev邑r，the existing methods have defect 
which the frequency occupancy is enlarged by 
the increase of effective modulation index， or 
which complicated circuits is implemented in 
huge economical cost 
With such a background in mind， this inves-
tigation establishes an appropriate circuitry 
realization method and economical optimum 
configuration of the isomorphic emphasis for 
the time domain scrambling. The isomorphic 
emphasis k田 psspeech quality without widen -
ing the frequency occupancy， and saves the 
cost which perfectly same signal processing 
unit were provided on the sending and receiv-
ing sites. To realize an equivalent circuit for 
th百isomorphicemphasis， a canonical topology 
was employed in which a differantiator， a time 
domain scrambler， and an integrator cascad-
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ed in topology. 
A look has also been taken at fading noise 
which is the dominant noise in vehicular tele-
phones， to analyze the effect in maintaining 
speech quality equal to non -encryption PM 
transmission system. 
2.STRUCTURE OF THE ISOMORPHIC EM-
PHASIS AND ITS CANONICAL TOPOLOGY 
N ecessary conditions to realized the isomor-
phic emphasis system is itemized in the follow ・
mg. 
1). PM effective modulation index of the iso-
morphic emphasis is independent both of 
input signals and the time domain scram-
blings in order to agree with the effective 
modulation index in the non幽 encrypted
PMchannel. 
2) . P M channel is free from any distortions. 
3). All emphasis functions， atsending and re-
ceiving sites must be equal to each other. 
The condition 1 isrequired to be possible to 
use existing transmission system without any 
reorganizations so long as the isomorphic em -
phasis being employed if any encryptions訂 B
adopted in it. 
The condition 3 gives the economical advan-
tage of repeatability in implementation the 
isomorphic emphasis functions with the same 
circuits at both sending and receiving sites. 
Especially， itbecomes very economical to real-




Fig.lαrcuitry topology 01 the Time Domαin 
Scrambling System with the Isomorphic Em-
phαsis， Tnss咽IE
while sending or receiving in the simplex 
communication system. In mobile and 
portable phones of the duplex communication 
system， component space can be reduced and 
the effect of mass production is raised. 
When al three conditions in aboves are satis-
fied， the isomorphic emphasis is approved. 
Figure 1. (a) shows the functional block of ob -
jective transmission system， inwhich the time 
domain scrambler S( *) is adopted to give 
speech security with the isomorphic emphasis. 
Hereafter， this system is called by Time 00-
main Scrambling System with 1 somorphic 
Emphasis abbreviated to TDSS -IE. 
It may be difficult to understand directly 
from fig.1. (a) that TDSS・IEis matched to the 
three conditions. Once the canonical form of 
the isomorphic emphasis is remembered， the 
modules of cascaded Htωand S(事)or Hrω 
and S-l(・)is easily divided into the same 
topology cascaded three major components of 
a differantiator， S( *) or S-l(事)， and integrator 
at both sending and receiving sites. Here， 
S-l(事)is the appropriated time domain de-
scrambler corresponding to the S( *) . 
Therefore， fig.1. (b) is easily interpreted as 
the other scheme of the TDSS -IE deduced 
from the canonical form of the isomorphic 
emphasis. The circuitry topology shown in fig. 
1. (b) is easily recognized that the TDSS -IE is 
matched to the three conditions in the aboves. 
3.ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RE-
SULTS OF THE TIME DOMAIN SCRAM-
BLER 
Fig.2 Segmentation employed in the time do・
mαin scrambler 
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The time domain scrambler achieves the en-
cryption function as shown in fig.2 : 1.dividing 
the speech signal into plural segments， 2. 
permuting these segments according to en-
cryption rules. That is， continuous signal 
f(t)is divided into fi(t) of each segment ias 
shown in eq.l 
f(t) = I{ u(t一九iT)-u(t-n廿1T)}五(t) (1) 
Here， segment Ti is defined on the duration 
Fourier transform 
F(ω) = J二](巾一l叫dt (4) 
Owing to linearity of Fourier transform for 
f (t) ， 
F(ω) is also defined in piecewise so long as 
u(t τi)is defined in piecewise 
F(ω) = Si{広(ω)} (5) 
(ηiT，ηi+lT ) ，T; is such time unit Here， 
as the reciprocal 
number of the sampling frequency 
The time domain scrambler is considered as 
permutation between source and the time do-
main scrambled segments under assumptions 
that sequential blocks are consists of m num-
ber segments in each block， and any blocks for 
input speech signals are mapped to corre-
sponding blocks for time domain scrambled 
signals with apriori delay time among these 
source and corresponding scrambl巴dblocks. 
Among these blocks， the permutation is de-
scribed by time shifting function for each 
segments. Therefore， segmental signal corre-
sponded to th巴scrambledsignal f (t) is given 
byeq.2. 
五(t)=点(t-Oi) (2) 
And， scrambled signal f (t)is 
f (t)ニヱ{u(t-n'iT)-u(t-n'i+1T)}五(t)(3)
80， the spectrum of f (t) is given by the 
Tirγ日
Fig.3 Relationship betωeeη original segmen目
的Iαndtime domain scrαmbled signals， m==5 
r Gi(ω) = J二五(t-Oi)eづωtdω
lSi {F(ω)} = e-jo凶 F(ω)
(6) 
It is clearly shown in eq.6 that segmental 
permutation merely causes linear phase shift-
ing on the power spectrum of the speech sig-
nal， because time domain scrambling is main-
ly executed by truncating the speech signals 
into plural segments. The power spectrum 
are preserved while line phase shifting. Any 
speech signals are described by Fourier series 
to allow analysis of frequency disturbance 
through time scrambling based on total sig-
nals圃 Figure4 shows time scales used in trun-
cating speech signal into segment i ， niTis 
start point of truncation and ni+1Tmeans 
end point of this operation. These time scales 
are the same to those of eq.l. 
Now， consider about frequency disturbance 




Fig4. The time scαle used in truncαting con-
tinuous signαlf(t) into segmental signalf， (t)
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shows the instantaneous power spectrum ana-
1yzed by ST DFT at time of turn・onpoint if 
input signa1 is 1kHz total. This spectrum fea幽
tured of hyperbolically distributed distortion 
担 theneighboring around the input signa1 fre-
quency is observed at be10w -40dB even if the 
signa1 such catastrophically changes as trun-
cations. Figure 6 shows transient response of 
harmonic distortion observed at time 
niT孟 tくni+1T.
Here， the horizontal axis is time p10tted in 
10garithm and counted from catastrophica1 
changes at niT， vertical one means harmonic 
distortion induced from the truncation at the 
timen;T. The distortion is shown to be 10w be-
10w than -23dB and a1so to converse rapid1y 
into null after catastrophic changes at time 
niT. 
Transient response of the harmonic distor-
tion訂 oundthe tai1・endof segment i isillus・
trated in fig.7 to show the disturbance caused 
by truncation being reasonab1y small. In fig. 
7， horizontal is time scaled in linear and verti・
ca1 means harmonic distortion in dB. Even the 
maximum value which appears at t = 0 of the 
tai1-end is 1ess than ・23dBto be enough small 
to sweep away the ordinab1e inf1uence. It si-
multaneous1y shows the rapid convergence 
町 oundthe catastrophic changes. It seems to 
be ana1ysis error owing to window function in 
the ST DFT that harmonic distortion is ob-
served before the catastrophic change occa-
slOn. 







Fig.5Instαntαneous spectrum αnαlyzed by the 
short time DFTαt turn -on time， n i T lor seg-
menti 
Consequent1y， itgives a conclusion泊 ana1yz-
ing the frequency disturbance by segmenta-
tions that high speech quality is maintained 
with suppression the frequency divergence on-
1y at front -end of each segment as shown in 
eq.1. Because the tai1 ・endis easi1y deduced 
from superposing u(t-τi) and unity. 
That is， ifthe catastrophic change at the front 
-end of each segment is analyzed in detai1s for 
apriori tonal signals， itis sufficient to know 
what disturbance will be introduced into spec司
tra1 signa1s through truncating or concatenat-
ing segments. 
Figure 8 shows detai1ed results examined 
under following assumptions; the disturbance 
is measured by harmonic distortions within 
subjective domain (0.3， 3.0) kHz， the tona1 
signa1 is set to be from 0.3 ti1l3.0 kHz by every 
0.3 kHz， the front -end is moved from 0 t証12π
radian within one cyc1es of the signa1s， and 
sampling frequency is 8 kHz. 
The harmonic distortions are featured of flat 
-top over all phase of the front -end position 
within the tonal signa1s and of swingings with -
in士5dB at the 1eve1 be10w -30 dB for all fre -
quencles. 
The flatness of the frequency disturbance in ・
duced from segmentation suggests to be equa1 
in power spectrum to the dominant fading 
noise over poor radio channe1s. If the power 
spectrum is modified as flat before the time 
domain scrambling encryption， the speech 
qua1ity will be optimized in maintaining the 
????
?







Fig.6 The transient response 01 the hαrmonLc 
distortion cαused by truncαtionαt turn-on 
point，j s =8kHz 
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ratio between signa1s and frequency distur-
bance induced from segmentation over all sub -
jective frequency domain in simi1ar to PM 
transmission systems. 
4. NOISE REDUCTION EFFECT 
The dominant noise is fading as clicking audi-
b1e to produce integral power distribution 
through PM detecting. It is therefore easy to 
understand that PM transmission system is 
idea1 to keep the ratio of speech to noise be 
near1y uniform over all frequency. 
TDSS -IE adopts the equiva1ent PM system. 
The differantiator of the equiva1ent PM 
transmitter and the integrator of the emphasis 
are counterba1anced with each other at the 
sending site， and the integrator of the equiva-
1ent PM receiver and differantiator of the em-
phasis are cance1ed out at receiving site as 
shown in fig.l.(b). 
Therefore， TDSS -IE is imp1emented at send 
site on1y with fundamenta1 faci1ities of a dif-
ferentiator， a scramb1er， and an FM transmit -
ter without any additiona1 circuits in the order 
of installation the scramb1er among equivalent 
PM transmitter to execute isomorphic empha-
sis in function. 
At receiving site， TDSS -IE is also imp1e-
mented with on1y enevitab1e circuits of an FM 
receiver， a descramb1er， and an integrator to 













Fig. 7The tr，αnsient response of the hαrmonLC 
distortion induced from the truncαtwnαtturn 
-Q庁point，n i +1 T， f s =8kHz 
The input speech signals， which are featured 
of integra1 shape in power spectrum， are modi-
fied into flat shape in power spectrum by the 
differantiator at the front -end of the TDSS -IE 
system. Then， flat -shaped speech signa1s are 
scramb1ed on the time domain to produce ex-
cessive scramb1ing noise at truncation points. 
Attentions must be p1ayed on these truncation 
noise being a1so flat as discussed in the previ -
ous sesslOn. 
The FM detector reproduces both the flat-
shaped speech and white fading noise to 1et in-
to the apriori descramb1er to descriptive 
speech signa1s. The excessive and white noise 
is again added into speech signal through de-
scramb1ing on the time domain. The excessive 
noise induced both in scramb1er and descram-
b1er are near1y flat within subjective domain 
from 0 to fs ， and rapid1y convergences to zero 
around all the catastrophic changes. All such 
noise as fading and truncating and concatinat-
ing speech are fortunate1y white in power spec-
trum to maintain spectrum distribution 
through these encrptiogram processings. The 
integrator at the tai1-end of TDSS -IE system 
weights descramb1ed signa1s to reproduce in-
tegra1 distribution in the power spectrum of 
speech signals. The optimized SNR is given by 










4 もμU 1c 21C 
w本‘ Normal.izedfront -end position， 
radian 
Fig.8 The harmonic distortions observedαt 
the front -end of each segmentαs input tonal 
signαls being tαkenαs 0.3 to 3.0kHz and αs the 
front -end positionings from 0 to 2πof the 
tonal signαl，fs=8kHz 
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induced in transmission in similar to the exist-
ing PM transmission system. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The isomorphic emphasis was discussed on 
the noise reduction effect with emphasis on ap-
plication to time domain scrambler. The noise 
induced from time domain scrambling is ana-
lyzed in details to be almost white over subjec・
tive frequency domain. 
It is successfully discussed to be most eco・
nomical in implementation of encryption sys-
tem because of requiring no additional circuits 
that the isomorphic emphasis garntees the 
apriori speech quality in SNR meanings. 
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